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New Products 2017 – Tableware and Glass
I Baroque
The legacy of Versace and its fascination for glorious epochs remains opulent yet renewed
in a pure style, making the new I
Baroque collection enduring and timeless. The 2017
dining collection from Rosenthal meets Versace reinterprets the heritage of the Maison
with refined decorations of the Baroque era in signature tones of black, white and gold. The
gold Medusa draws the eye to the centre of the plate while recurrent neo-classic symbols
interchange in geometric circle bands. Signature of the Baroque print, urns, laurels and
ornaments stand out on a matt, especially colorfast black or white background, all enriched
with gold.
I Baroque Limited Edition
The plate I Baroque Limited Edition complements the collection in Rouge, Violet, Vert,
Bleu and Noir Brillant with a magnificent gem for the opulent table while its surface
captivates with its excellent processed precious metals and a tangible shiny relief. The
collection is limited to 199 pieces each worldwide.
I Baroque and Roll additions
The I
Baroque collection also comes in another different version: The limited I
Baroque and Roll collection, available only in 2017, with its vibrant strokes of blue, green,
purple and red color-blocks set on the matt black and white pattern. A contemporary vision
that conveys the dynamic and sporty attitude of the latest fashion collections by Versace.
Plates and cups complement the collection.
Gala Prestige Medusa Purple and Cobaltblue
The 2017 dining service from Rosenthal meets Versace is completed by new colors of the
Gala Prestige crystal collection. Vibrant tones of purple and cobaltblue embellish the
opulent and fine-cut glasses, decorated with a wide baroque-style gold band.
A Winter’s Night
A noble grove of firs rise together majestically for the décor of the 2017 Holidays Collection
from Rosenthal meets Versace. Gold Baroque curlicues and tendrils are intertwined to
shape an iconic Versace Christmas tree. A gold Baroque lace frames the plate like a
Christmas wreath.
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